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Abstract

This paper describes some experiences creating a
CD-ROM with functional software for both the Mac-
intosh andIBMPC compatible computing platforms.
Developing a CD-ROM which functions on multiple
platforms requires attention to anumber of areas.
Even though an international standard for volume
and file structure, Is09660, exists for files to be
placed onto CD-ROMs, anumber of other factors
such as name space and end-of-lineconventions can
become quite troublesome.

The particular CD-ROM described in this document
i s intended to be of use by individuals involved in
the development of formal product data standards.
The CD-ROM contains software for perusing the
documents, and a number of other items of interest
to the product data community. These ”browsers”
function on either a Macintosh or PC compatible
computer. Creating amulti-platformCD-ROM with
software that functions onboth a Macintosh and a
PC is apparently anunusual practice, however one
that willhopefully become more common.

Background

As with all information processing standards, one of
the end results of a standards development effort
willbe paper documents. These documents must
eventually be *ad, comprehended andused as refer-
ence material. The information in the standards must
functionboth as educational material and as require-
ments for actual implementations. (The evolving
series of standards for product data exchange known
over time both as PDES and STEP is the domain cov-
ered by this work.) Reading over a thousand pages of
dense technicalmaterial consisting primarily of data
structure definitions isnot apleasant task. Anon-line
form of the document that can be searched and
browsed would clearly be useful. An initial proof of
concept, of standards browsing, was implemented
on a Macintosh computer using Hypercard L81 .
Figure1illustrates the opening card for that proto-
type. (HyperStandard i s a generic term describing
the application of hypertext and multimedia technol -
ogies to standards in general.)
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experimental procedure and equipment used. In no case does such identifition imply recommendation or endorsement by the
National institute of Standards and Technology. nor does it imply that the products are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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subject to copyright.
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Figure 1 Opening Card of the Original
HyperStandad proof-of-concept

Data Preparation
The document content whichmay bebrowsed on
either a PC or Macintosh originated as documents in
LaTeX [5, 61, which are drafts of the proposed STEP
standard. Two completely different data preparation
sequences were followed, one for the Macintosh to
work withHypercard and another for the PC to use
Quantum Access [A, a PC based CD-ROM software
package. The CD-ROM was produ

machine whose

to convert LaTeX files into Pablum files. Pablum is a
very simple markup created for this project)
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Figun 3 The Hypercard browser opening and
Initial cards

The PC compatible software also used the same
LaTeX documents as the starting point butimmedi-
ately diverged from the Macintosh data preparation
path. The Quantum Access softwarehad a well
defined set of data input requirements. I t mandated
creation of a "flow" file which represented a table of
contents kind of entry into the document browsing.
In addition one or more source files containing the
document contents also were marked up with
QAML, a proprietary markup language usedby the
Quantum Access software. Figure 4 illustrates the
major steps fqr the PC data pxparation that was
used to produce the application illustrated in
Figure 5.

Flgure 2 LaTeX to Hypercard Data Proparatian path
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Problem Areas

The following sections describe the major problem
areas encountered increating the heterogeneous
platform CD-ROM. These are: name space require-
ments, device driver differences, end-of-line conven-
tions and platform specific anomalies.

File Name Restrict ions

I S 0 9660 specifies the allowable file structure, includ-
ing allowable file names, which may be "mastered "
onto a conformant CD-ROM. Files on anIS09660
CD-ROM canonly have eight upper case alpha-
numeric characters, followed by a dot (perl
lowed by three more alpha-numeric chara
names must also end with a semicolon and version
number. FurthermoR, directories may not have an
extension and filesmust have the dot separator.

For example the name HELLO. DZR is illegal as a
directoryname because it contains a file extension, the
.DIR.The name HELLO isi
because it does not contain
extension. A file called HE
HELLO. ;1after the prema
it is the premastering process which adds the semico-
lon version number to the file name. However some
CD-ROM device drivers ignore this ~ f ~ t i u n(see
section on device ifferenoes below.) Strictly

thmlevels. Virtually all

File names on the Macintosh can beup to 31 charac-
ters long with almost any character being quite
acceptable, including spaces. Since themajor portion
of development took place on a Macintosh there
existed all sorts of files with long names and quite a
few spaces. Because of the naming requirements two
year oldHypercard stacks had to be alteml to be
I S 0 9660 conformant [91.

One nasty side effect resulting from the semicolon
version number name change requirement is that
programs which expect to find files of a particular
name don't work. This happened with OzTeX, a
public domain TeX document processor included on
the CD-ROM which expects to find a file called con-
f i g.sys. The file name was converted, by the pre-
mastering software, to conf i g.sys;1.Hard coded
names can not simply be changed i P source
code may not be available or name all. Imecha-

nisms don't exist. I t would not surprise me if other
hardcoded naming anomalies exist.

CD-ROM Device Driver Diferences
Another area for differences among "standard" CD-
ROM's i s the device drivers which control the CD-
ROM readers for each computing platform. Themain
difference is inhow they interpret the file name ver-
sion information. On the PC the Microsoft CD-ROM
extensions ignore the semicolon so applications
never know it's there. On the Macintosh, the Foreign
File Access forIS09660 CD-ROMs simply treat the
semicolon version number as part of the file name
and applications must deal with them. The CD-ROM
has been successfully mounted on a Sun workstation
and sinceitsCD-ROM driver ignore the semicolon
versionnumber. Although theIS09660 standard
was used and adhered to, the interpretation of the
standard by different device drivers may differ. This

t the manner in which applications run.

Problems with End-of-Line Characters
End Of Line (EOL) characters are different among
di chines and one must deal with them
appmpriately.Idiscovered the problem while dem-
oMat ing theCD to someone while using a PC. The
first thing one does after placing the CD-ROM into
the player i s to read the README file.Ientered the
DOS command type to display the file and the
stream of characters over wrote each other on the
bottom line of the acreen.

SinceIwas gatheringallof the files onto a Macin -
tosh, the file transfer process, usually FTP (file trans-
fer protml), translated the ASCII files into the form
of on the Mac and therefore sub-
stituted all CR,LF with CR. The result was that most
of the ASCII files on the CD-ROM have EOL charac-
ters of only a CR. The files are usable when read into
almost any word processor. While theIS09660 CD-
ROM is readable onmany UNIX platforms, i t should
also be noted that the EOL convention for UNIX is a
single LE

This lack of EOL standards isproblematic even in the
simple case of placing ASCII files on a CD-ROM.
Each platform must have an application which inter-
prets the EOL form of the file on the CD-ROM as a
valid file. From auser point of view this may be quite
cumbersome. Users must read the ASCIIfiles in
almost any type of word processor to view many of
the files. No simple solution exists other than one
which would put an EOL interpreter into the device
driver itself. Otherwise one must either provide



duplicate files withproper EOCs or anapplication to
view the files for each platform.

Mucintosh Issues

Another problem area for the Macintosh i s how files
are represented. The iconic interface of the Macin-
tosh, itslook and feel, i s one of Macintosh's great
strengths. Files on the Macintosh have a number of
odd components. The files are structured into two
"forks," the data and resource forks. The icon for a
file is stored ina resource fork of the application pro-
gram. The position of an icon in a window is stored
with the directory "folder" information. In the pre-
mastering process, that information does not fit into
the I S 0 9660 standard so all icons disappear. Actu-
ally they don't go away but simply turn into the
generic document and application icons. Double
clicking an application or document on theCD-ROM
functions as normalbecause the creator and applica-
tionID'S arr maintained. However this behavior and
look is disconcerting and quite ugly as can be seenin
Figure 6.

Apple is working on apotential solution to this prob-
lem, with advice fromMeridian Data. The Macintosh
uses autilitycalled "Foreign File Access" toread files
from other types of file systems. The solution is to
modify theIs0 9660 forrign file access utility, to
extent theuse of the XAR (Extended attribute blocks)
specified in theIS09660 standard for system use.
This provides the Macintosh with data storage for
the icon, icon positioning and name length to make
the CD-ROM appear as a normal Macintosh disk.
These system use fields of the XAR's are reserved for
just such an application and would be an elegant
solution to the problem.

Mac Desktop
while prototyping

Figure 6 Before and after promasterlng HiOname conversion on the Macintosh



Conclusions andLessons
Learned

Multi-platform CD-ROMs are possible given uni-
form implementations ofIS09660 and great atten-
tion to detail. Providing truly useful software
without duplicating the data is difficult. Whatever
the application software, the lack of EOL standards
will force the inclusion of ASCII file viewers which
caninterpret the ASCII file correctly for the host plat-
form. Applications which have binary compatible
data files will have an advantage in this arena.

Another area where improvement is needed is in the
document processing procedures. As LaTeX docu-
ments were the source of the content, many implicit
heuristics were used to derive structure from these
documents. I t i s clear that theuse of SGML (Standard
Generalized Markup Language) [3] which would
make the document structure explicit, would greatly
improve the document conversion process.

Production of this CD-ROM i s another example of
the "chicken and the egg" problem. Most of the tech-
nical experts involved inproduct data standards do
not have CD-ROM players because useful informa-
tion does not exist onCD-ROM's. I t ishoped that this
CD-ROMwillencourage this technical community to
start examining the use of CD-ROMs both as a
medium for publishing information and as an aid in
technology transfer.
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